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System R-8 "Red Sky"

Officially designated the R-8 system of the Nepleslian Colonial Expanse, nicknamed by most as the 'Red
Sky' system1) is a star system claimed by the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia after its discovery by the
NSN 4th Fleet in YE 34. While there may have been other planets in the system before it was discovered,
only two terrestrial planets remain inhabitable - Ascension and Typhoon. Two unnamed and as of yet
unsurveyed gas giants with satellite moons remain, and an asteroid belt spans the outer edge of the
system.

History

Discovered by ships of the 4th AASP in YE 34 the system was marked as a colonization candidate and
efforts began to colonize the system the following year.

The system, designated as 'Red Sky' due to the effect of the red giant sun was fully colonized shortly
after on all its inhabitable worlds and continued to flourish as a staging point of traders, explorers, survey
groups, and traders seeking to take advantage to explore and exploit the largely untamed and relatively
unexplored sections of the Kikyo sectors north and western frontiers.

By YE 42 the system remained as the westernmost Nepleslian settlement and outpost; Making it a prime
target for invasion by a fleet of mercenaries backed by the Interstellar Kingdom Of Kuvexia. While the
system was the site of a handful of fleet engagements between the Kuvexians against Admiral Lysander
Calloways' Taskforce Bulwark and Rear Admiral Julia Brisks' 1st Expeditionary fleet, the system was
secured by the Kuvexians where it remained occupied for the remainder of the conflict.

In YE 43, after hunting down the last of the Kuvexian mercenary fleet by Calloways' forces, several
taskforces(add central corps post here) from the various assault fleets were deployed to retake the
system.

Star Data

The star of the red sky system is a red giant class star.

Name: Gossamer Run
Type: red dwarf star
Mass: .08 sol.

Planetary Data
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Planetary Overview
Order Name Type

1 Ascension Terrestrial
2 Typhoon Terrestrial
3 R-8-A Gas Giant
3 R-8-B Gas Giant

Ascension

Typhoon

More information

Transportation

People

Characters

Nothing found

RP Opportunities

Local Rumors

System description
Sun Type Red Giant

Celestial Bodies 2 Terrestrial, 2 Gas Giants with satellite moons, 1 Asteroid Belt
Order Ascension, Typhoon, Big Green, Asteroids

Current Occupants Unknown, Possibly Nepleslian

Terrestrial World "Typhoon"
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Standard (Greenhouse)
Radius: 11,395 km
Gravity: 2.37
Rotation: 20 hrs
Climate: Varies
Atmosphere: Hospitable
Atmospheric Composition: 78.4% carbon dioxide, 19.63% sulfur dioxide, 1.97% trace gasses
Planetary Composition: 31.1% iron, 27.9% nickel, 23.9% magnesium, 11.6% silicon, 5.0% other
metals, 0.4% other elements
Volcanic Activity: Moderate
Tectonic Activity: Light
Resource Value: Abundant

More information can be found on the planet article.

OOC Notes

Koenig808 created this article on 2015/10/16 23:42. it is currently being revised by Char

Map Locations
Map to Use Kikyo Sector
Map Display Name Red Sky
Map Coordinates 769,2021
Map Importance Minor RP Location

Map Marker

Map Tooltip Content R-8
Show label? yes
Marker Anchor Bottom Center
Places of the SARPiverse
Opened/Settled (YE) YE 34
Place Categories star system

1)

nicknamed after the effects of the systems red giant class star
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